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Tickets to Tanzania

We're excited to report that we recently reached our faith goal for meeting our
minimum monthly budget in Tanzania! Praise God for His faithfulness! We can
now be permitted to purchase our plane tickets to Tanzania.
We still have needs to cover onetime expenses for orientation, Swahili school,
house setup, and a vehicle. We certainly would also appreciate more partners in monthly
giving and prayer, especially since needs change month by month as does monthly giving.

Why Tanzania?

Still need 80% of
setup expenses

This time last year, Tanzania wasn't even on our radar. Ever since a conversation I had with a Thailand
colleague a few years ago, I have had a growing desire to spend at least a year on the field. Last fall, I
was able to talk to the Thailand team, and I also began exploring how Allison could use her gifts there...
I was in the processs of joining Wycliffe, but I wasn't sure how I could best use my linguistics education at
Wycliffe's international headquarters in Dallas without having some experience on the field. When Eric
began talking about Thailand, one of his coworkers told him not to forget about Tanzania. After all, Eric's
software team had specifically adopted a focus group there to help drive their software development efforts...
I wasn't initially excited about Tanzania. I didn't think I knew anyone there, and I would be the only
software developer. But then Allison told me that she had always wanted to go to Africa! So, I mentioned
the idea to my director (who had recently moved to Thailand). Not only did he like the idea, he believed I
was capable of being a great help there, despite the challenges!
It turns out that Eric and I both know several people working on the Mara project in Tanzania. We also
discovered they needed Bible translation advisors, which is exactly what I was trained to do!

This time next year...

We will have completed four months of Swahili language school and have begun our work with the Mara Cluster team (pictured above) to
help get the Bible into nine local languages. Eric will be supporting translators with their translation software and improving it to meet
their needs. Allison will be a Bible translation advisor for two or three languages. Others are already helping national workers with
translation, literacy, consulting, and Scripture use. Below is a timeline of our upcoming events including our two years in Tanzania. We
appreciate your prayers for our preparations!
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